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Introduction 

Question 1: Characterize the nature and importance of the type of competitive advantage 
developed by Netflix in the subscription video on demand (SVoD) market in the USA and the 
resources and key competences on which this competitive advantage is based. 

Question 2: Characterize and analyse Netflix’s global and, more particularly, European 
internationalization strategy (type and pace). What, in your view, are the main threats to this 
strategy? 

Question 3: Analyse Netflix’s capacity to establish and develop itself significantly in France. This 
question requires you, in particular, to compare the environmental characteristics and 
competitive structure of the American and French industries.  

Question 4: By way of conclusion, what is your analysis of Netflix’s performance and of the 
pertinence of its strategy in the SVoD segment?  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Introduction 

About ten years ago, Netflix introduced to the world a new movies and series experience. 
Since then, Netflix has gathered over 60 million subscribers around the world. Netflix started 
as an online rental of DVD and became a home provider of contents. To get there, we will start 
by showing how Netflix created a competitive advantage in the US with its unique strategy to 
imitate content and how its investments ensure differentiation and sustainability. We will 
then see that Netflix launched a fast and growing global internationalization despite 
difficulties faced because of differences in terms of culture, taste, language, legislation, speed 
of wire fire infrastructure and acquisition of copyrights. Finally, we will take a closer look at 
French market, which included a lot of competitors already established, a weak culture of 
series and poor level of English but also a strict legislation in terms of copyrights. 

Question 1 

The VRIN model will be useful in order to analyse the resources and competencies of Netflix. 
 
The intangible assets, like the licensing of rights to content it will stream, direct purchase of 
DVD content and DVD revenue, partnerships with suppliers and low subscription price are 
valuable resources and competences of Netflix. The good quality of streaming offered by 
Netflix has also a value for consumers. Moreover, from the practical point of view, the fact 
that contents are available on different devices is valuable also.  
Nevertheless, they are not rare, non-inimitable and non-substitutable, because all main SVoD 
companies have similar valuable resources and competences. In this case, we talk about 
competitive parity. 
 
Netflix has several resources and competences that gives them a temporary competitive 

advantage. For instance, their reputation is a valuable and rare resource due to exclusive 
series from in-house productions like ‘House of Cards’ or ‘Orange is the New Black’ that 
provides global reputation. The investment in contents is rare and valuable. In fact, Netflix 
spends $3.5 billion versus $1.7 billion of Hulu and $1.5billion of Amazon. As well as, Netflix’s 
huge investments before its entry into each foreign market in order to generate consumer 
interest and build its reputation. Their good reputation in Hollywood allows Netflix to attract 
top directorial talent. None of Netflix's competitors has not even approximately the same 
reputation.  
 
Netflix has an enormous selection of series, films and documentaries, as well as a rapidly-
expanding library. At the moment, none of their competitors can supply a similar library.  
The Financial resources of the company can be considered as valuable and rare. They permit 
Netflix to invest, expand internationally and to produce new contents.  We can identify a 
virtuous circle: high-quality, exclusive content attract more subscribers which in turn it 
enables the company to finance the production and acquisition of new premier content which 
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attract even more purchasers.  

Netflix has a solid base of users who are attached to the brand according to the Customer 
Loyalty Engagement Index. Moreover, the interface is also crucial for purchasers and its 
structure is based on data collected.  So the one of Netflix is personalised and user friendly 
(recommendation technology). Furthermore, the algorithms are valuable and rare because 
they enable Netflix to be always more efficient than their competitors. However, the 
algorithms are only mathematics, so it is possible that one day they will be imitated.  
In conclusion, their reputation, library, financial resources, interface and algorithms enable 
Netflix a temporary competitive advantage. 
 
Some of the Netflix’s resources and competences provide to the company a sustainable 

competitive advantage.  
The founder, Reed Hastings has changed the way on how to attract and manage talent and 
competencies due to an atypical mode of management. Netflix’s corporate culture became a 
model and is largely derived from their visionary leader, who has a long-term strategy which 
requires short-term risk.   
Human resources are important in this company. They hire talented and analytical people 
regarding their personal qualities and not their level of studies.  
Netflix disposes of a unique data base which is used efficiently in order to improve the client 
service and to produce new contents. The subscribers’ opinions and viewing data are analysed 
by analytics and their conclusions are also used in negotiations of acquisition of new rights.  
 
Question 2 

Netflix is nowadays not only present in the USA but has expanded its activity over all 
continents. When the company decided to go to Europe, it first, expanded in Nordic countries 
and in UK and then in France and Germany. Europe is composed of various countries so Netflix 
has to take into account different habits and regulations. The CAGE analysis will be useful to 
understand the distance that the company faced. 
 
In terms of cultural differences, the Europeans watch a lot of American productions, however, 
they are more interested in films, whereas in the USA, series are more popular. Moreover, 
there are some differences of audio-visual consumption between European countries and the 
library should be adapted to each country’s habits. In the UK, a strong local “cultural 
exceptions” exists.  The language is also an issue. For instance, in Germany and France, 
subtitles are required. The viewing devices differ and TV decoder is the most used in Europe.   
 
Differences of regulation can be considered as administrative distance. For example, 
divergence in the release windows system or differences in taxation and fiscal policies within 
Europe. The acquisition of territory-specific streaming rights and obligation to stream local 
content made it more difficult to enter European markets, too. Furthermore, the fact that VoD 
players are competing in order to acquire contents on an exclusive basis, limits Netflix’s 
capacity to expand across Europe.  
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Regarding economic distance, Netflix faces high costs of content acquisition in Europe.  
 
In terms of geographic distance, Netflix has to face some differences across Europe. For 
instance, the quality of the internet infrastructure is not the same everywhere as well as the 
penetration rate of connected mobile devices. In the Nordic countries, high-speed internet is 
more accessible than in Southern Europe.  
 
However, Netflix managed to overcome these distances, and succeeded with their 
internationalization strategy. The firm has a rapid and global internationalization strategy. 
Nowadays, Netflix is present in nearly 200 countries around the world. Furthermore, the 
expansion of Netflix’s activity abroad grew quickly. In 2010, Netflix started the 
internationalization process with Canada, and is today present in all continents. Netflix’s 
international strategy is transnational. They adapt their content to local demand (Marseille 
and Lilyhammer) and their search for global efficiency is high. However, Netflix has to pay 
attention that their global expansion strategy was not too fast, and be able to hold on to their 
good position in all the markets. Especially, if national competitors start to work together 
against Netflix, by jointly bidding for TV shows, a way to counter Netflix.  
                                                           
Question 3  

To conquer major markets, Netflix had to develop itself progressively with a specific strategy 
for each different country. This progression requires Netflix to adapt and find a unique 
strategy because of the differences in each market. The cultural diversity along with 
legislations, several other competitors and the quality of the wire fire were factors that 
needed to be considered. 
 
In the case of the French market, the culture of French people in terms of what they like to 
watch is very different from the American culture. The linguistic barrier and taste divergence 
were major issues encountered during their implantation. Netflix also had to choose a good 
strategic position, which respects its own values, and take into account values of new markets. 
They needed to create a strategy directed towards French people while respecting its global 
outreach strategy at the same time. The new series « Marseille », for instance, is a production 
of Netflix directly aiming the French consumers while keeping its international strategy by 
choosing Gerard Depardieu, a worldwide known French actor, as the main character. Another 
important challenge for Netflix in France is to implant its culture in terms of series. Unlike in 
the US, the French people are less attracted by series and enjoy more movies. As a result, 
Netflix created a version of the « Festival the Cannes » for series. Furthermore, the legislation 
in terms of copyrights is specific to each country. The burden imposed by the French legislation 
limits the capability of Netflix to offer as large of a variety of films and series as in the US. The 
window release period in France is three years whereas legislation in the US allows Netflix to 
buy copyrights and stream a movie directly after its theatrical release. These difficulties and 
high costs of purchasing copyrights created an incentive for Netflix to pursue its strategy to 
invest and produce original content. 
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The French and American competitive environments for SVoD services are also very different. 
Netflix was the first to initiate the SVoD market in the US, which enabled it to grow in the 
domestic market as the only pure player in the first years, (first mover advantage in SVoD) 
whereas the French market already counted numerous players at the time of Netflix’s launch 
in France in 2014. Penetration of Netflix in France lags behind other European countries mostly 
because of its slow demand growth for SVoD.  
 
The main competitive player for Netflix in the US is the cable channel HBO with its SVoD 
service HBO Now. In 2013 Netflix’s number of American subscribers outgrew those of HBO. 
However, HBO continues to pose a real competitive pressure but nevertheless higher 
subscription price, basic interface and limited options are elements that may explain the 
competitive advance that Netflix has been able to maintain in recent years. Other competitors 
for Netflix in the US include Hulu Plus and Amazon Instant Video. 
On the French Market however, Netflix has had to face a different type of competition and 
pre-existing conditions. At the time of the launch, there was a real need for Netflix to adapt 
its strategy to a different market, which already included several players. 
Netflix French competitors include: Canal Play, OCS, VideoFutur and FilmoTV, Vodkaster, 
Série-Flix but also TV channels, telcos and ISPs and web video sharing platforms such as 
dailymotion. Netflix’s main French direct competitor is Canal Play, which offers SVoD services 
with a large and diversified content in addition to its live TV offer and Catch up TV service. Just 
like Netflix, Canal Play has initiated a strong international expansion, production of original 
series and multiscreen option. Netflix is nonetheless available on more devices than Canal 
Play.  
 
Unlike in the US, where Netflix remains a strong leader with 36% of the SVoD segment 
regardless of new competitors and 35% of overall Internet traffic, Netflix France continues to 
try to adapt to the market and gain more market shares. While demand for linear TV and 
physical video has dropped over the years in both France and the US, increasing demand for 
virtual video in France does not compensate for this drop as it does in the US. As a result, 
Netflix has not been able to penetrate the French market the same way it did in the US.  
To conclude, we can affirm that Netflix’s capability to develop itself in the French market was 
slowed down by several legal, cultural, political and competitive challenges in comparison with 
the US environment.  
 
Question 4 

 
While Netflix continues to confirm and grow its strong position in the US market, its recent 
internationalization has been a bit more challenging and requires more effort in order to adapt 
to each new market. 
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Netflix meets its client’s expectations. In fact, 94% of subscribers say to be satisfied and 98% 
would recommend Netflix.  
 
In 2015, Netflix spent 9% of its turnover in technological development, which allows it to 
innovate and sustain a leader on the market. Moreover, the firm has invested a lot to meet its 
ambitious original content production goals. 
 
From a financial perspective, after reaching a peak of $480 in 2014, the share price has 
decreased and remains at a high level of $1251. 
 
These various elements of Netflix’s position allow us to conclude that even though Netflix still 
needs to make room for more sustainable growth in Europe, it has been able to build a 
strategy that empowered its brand image and awareness and gives the company a competitive 
advantage on many markets. Today Netflix is the leader on the SVoD market in terms of 
subscriber numbers, which gives us a good perspective for the future of Netflix. 
 

                                                      
1 Value on 08/12/2016, http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/nflx  

http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/nflx

